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Greetings 

to all members, instructors, coordinators, and volunteers in the Community 
Adult Learning Councils (CALCs) and Volunteer Tutor Adult Literacy  
Programs (VTALPs). 

Literacy Alberta and Community Learning Network have collaborated to 
produce this reference to address the need for a cohesive overall approach to 
increase participation of under represented learners in CALCs and VTALPs 
through greater awareness of the benefit and value of lifelong learning.

Information gathered through a provincial marketing survey of CALCs and 
VTALPs was used to develop a comprehensive marketing/communications 
plan. This manual is the result of a collaborative effort to help make program 
promotion easier and more effective.

This resource manual is intended to assist you in:

• attracting more learners to your programs

• promoting literacy and lifelong learning as a significant issue

• building awareness in your communities of what you do and how you can 
help people

• recruiting volunteers

• informing the media about what you do

• raising your profile with government, businesses and other organizations 
who may be in a position to support you in your goals

The manual emphasizes the importance of the two fundamental touchstones of 
good communication and how to use them: 

• consistent graphic elements 

• effective messaging

It focuses on the importance of cultivating a working relationship with the media 
and engaging other allies in your community, to help you better target your 
primary audiences with your message.

This joint marketing initiative between Community Learning Network and Literacy Alberta was 
funded by Alberta Advanced Education and Technology, Community Programs Branch.

Disclaimer: The information provided here represents current best practices in marketing and 
communications as it relates to the non-profit agency and is to be considered general in nature. 
For more detailed resources, please consult authoritative sources from your local library or  
the Internet. 

Information provided herein has been sourced from various authoritative references as supplied 
by Literacy Alberta and the Community Learning Network as well as other resources such as 
findings from government reports, literacy and lifelong learning web sites, and the Literacy 
Coordinators of Alberta Media Information Project 1999.
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Who are you?

Think, Act, Build

There are three key principles to keep in mind as you explore some of the 
fundamentals of marketing and communications outlined in this resource 
binder. Focusing on these basic principles will help you develop confidence in 
your ability to communicate your message effectively and will help direct and 
maximize your efforts to achieve results.

• Think creatively

• Act strategically

• Build bridges

Be Creative

Sharing your message can be very rewarding. It is an opportunity to use your 
ingenuity and a chance to see the completion of a plan that you developed. So, 
exercise your creativity and show some originality. Experiment and have some 
fun! Don’t shy from borrowing or adopting other marketing ideas that could 
apply to your situation. You might be surprised at how successful and effective 
an adaption can be if used in a new context.

Be Strategic

There are tremendous resources available through Internet access: marketing 
for non-profit groups, how to recruit and retain volunteers, running an effective 
board, maximizing financial resources, how to organize an ad campaign, 
fundraiser or special event, designing ads, writing for media – all of the proven 
strategies and best practices are right there at your fingertips. The more strategic 
you are in developing your plans, the more positive the results.

Be a Bridge Builder

As non-profit organizations with limited resources we need to become more 
enterprising and entrepreneurial in communicating our message. This means 
engaging and leveraging every possible relationship to assist your cause. 
People want to help, so provide them with opportunities to participate in your 
important work. It takes time, research, planning, teamwork and effort to raise 
awareness for your programs and attract more learners. In the end, the sense of 
accomplishment you achieve will make the effort well worth it.
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Advocacy

Part of your role in promoting your services, is also advocating on behalf of 
literacy and lifelong learning. As you know, personal stories are powerful tools 
for change. In enabling people to function more fully in society, the role of your 
organization and its impact on the community is far-reaching. Those stories need 
telling. Policy makers depend on your field expertise, so influence them.

Determine how your organization can take a more active role in advocacy. For 
example, respond to a news item at least once a month and relate your response 
to literacy or learning in your community. Take the initiative and issue a news 
release, contact your local politician or team up with partners who share your 
concerns and strengthen the voice for literacy and learning where you are. 
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Create your message

Begin by Branding

Branding is about presentation and personality. Outwardly, it’s the combination 
of words, letters, symbols and colours used to create a logo and a distinct look. 
But it is also about increasing awareness and building relationships, creating and 
meeting expectations.

Branding is how we project our values and beliefs through our work, our 
services and our communications.

This manual has all the necessary components you will require for branding: 

• Key messages, backgrounders, information sheet from which you can draw 
much of your content

• Graphic standards for the appropriate use of logos, colours, fonts and 
photos

Templates are provided for your two primary written communications tools:

• A program guide cover template and a brochure template to use as 
reference. 

• The design components of these templates can be adapted for your other 
communications pieces. See Graphic Standards for design information.

Using Key Messages

Key messages are the framework on which to base your communication. 
They represent what your organization stands for and what you are working to 
achieve. By consistently using key messages, you engage others in your purpose, 
and provoke thoughts and action: a learner joins a program, a volunteer tutor is 
recruited, the community is informed of your organization’s role in learning.

The key messages below can be used for most primary audiences: practitioners 
and volunteers, referral networks, the media, and partners, supporters and 
funders. 

Places to use key messages:

• Introductory paragraphs in program guides

• Volunteer recruitment brochures

• Letters to funders and others

• Content  for news releases

• Posters, newsletters, website

• Speeches and presentations 

TIP

The consistent use 

of your brand in 

your community will 

increase awareness 

of your organization’s 

programs and over 

time, will attract more 

learners. 
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Key Messages for Councils and VTALPs

The following messages have been identified for the specific use of Councils 
and VTALPs. They were developed using research gathered through field 
surveys, input from the Project Advisory Committee and professional marketing 
consultation.

• Literacy and lifelong learning encourage people to grow, personally and 
professionally. 

• Literacy and lifelong learning contribute to the quality of life of individuals, 
families and the community as a whole.

• An investment in learning pays dividends – for business, employees and 
community.

• Community support is the cornerstone of literacy and lifelong learning.

• Community Adult Learning Councils and Volunteer Tutor Adult Literacy 
Programs provide literacy and adult learning programs to meet a wide 
range of needs in the local community.

• Community Adult Learning Councils and Volunteer Tutor Adult Literacy 
Programs provide financially accessible programming in a safe and 
supportive environment. 

• The time, skills and commitment of volunteers support learners and make a 
difference.

• Volunteers, program partners and donors make learning happen in the 
community.

• By working collaboratively with other organizations, Community Adult 
Learning Councils and Volunteer Tutor Adult Literacy Programs meet the 
community’s learning needs.

• Community Adult Learning Councils and Volunteer Tutor Adult Literacy 
Programs help community support organizations by identifying learning 
opportunities for their clients.

Key Message for Learners

• What did you learn today?

How to Use Backgrounders / Information Sheet

Statistics, facts and quotes help lend weight to your message about 
the importance of literacy and learning for the individual and society. 
Backgrounders can act as stand-alone pieces or be incorporated into brochures, 
news releases, letters, presentations and other communications.

To personalize a backgrounder:

• Print the PDF as is, then overprint your contact information in the box on 
the bottom right corner or

• Print the PDF as is, then sticker or stamp your contact information in the 
box on the bottom right corner



Literacy backgrounder

Health and Wellness 
• Improves self-esteem and self-reliance
• Increases access to information that can 

improve health practices
• Lowers health care costs
• Decreases stress
• Increases life expectancy
• Contributes to better quality of life

Family Life 
• Builds a legacy of learning that is shared 

between generations
• Helps break cycle of poverty, the root cause of 

most social issues
• Contributes to the stability of family life
• Creates stronger connections with family 

members
• Contributes to raising healthier children and 

encourages their education
• Helps develop people's spirituality by giving 

them access to the written word of their faith

Community 
• Reduces rates of criminal activity and 

imprisonment
• Encourages social and gender equality
• Contributes to more active participation in the 

community

For	more	information	on	Literacy	and	Lifelong	
Learning	in	your	community	call	the	

Toll free Literacy Alberta Help Line: 
1-800-767-3231

www.literacyalberta.ca
www.communitylearning.info

What is literacy?
Literacy	is	the	building	block	of	learning.	As	we	become	more	literate,	we	become	

more	able	to	grow,	adapt	and	change	as	individuals	and	as	a	society.

Literacy benefits
• Helps seniors be better informed, healthier, 

active and maintain their independence longer
• Increases political participation which 

contributes to the quality of public policies and 
to democracy

• Preserves and promotes cultures with oral 
traditions 

• Helps newcomers feel included in broader 
society

Workplace 
• Reduces absenteeism and accidents on the job
• Creates employment choices and ability to take 

further training
• Enhances team performance 
• Improves labour management relations
• Increases quality of products and services
• Reduces time per task and error rate
• Increases productivity and profitability 
• Encourages organizational flexibility and ability 

to respond to rapid changes in marketplace
• Provides skilled, competitive workforce for 

global economy



Lifelong learning backgrounder

Individual
• Expands knowledge and builds on existing 

skills
• Increases self-confidence and feelings of 

accomplishment
• Improves fitness level if a physical skill
• Creates quality of life by engaging in all that life 

has to offer
• Gives meaning and keeps people growing: 

mentally, physically and emotionally
• Provides opportunities to share common 

interests
• Eases the transition to the “empty-nest”; makes 

retirement fun and rewarding
• Keeps minds active, warding off memory loss 

and preventing mental decline
• Enhances life and relationships as learning 

anything new whether mentally or physically is 
considered highly beneficial to maintaining or 
increasing a positive mental outlook 

Community
• Encourages people to stay connected to their 

changing world, locally and beyond
• Gives people a new interest they can share with 

their family and friends
• Allows people to meet others with the same 

interest
• Contributes to health and wellness

For	more	information	on	Literacy	and	Lifelong	
Learning	in	your	community	call	the	

Toll free Literacy Alberta Help Line: 
1-800-767-3231

www.literacyalberta.ca
www.communitylearning.info

What is lifelong learning?
Learning	is	a	lifelong	journey.	It	is	the	process	of	keeping	mind	and	body	engaged	

–	at	any	age	–	by	actively	pursuing	knowledge	and	experience.	

Lifelong learning benefits:
• Can increase a community’s volunteer base as 

new interests can become shared experiences 
through volunteering

• Promotes intergenerational learning as the 
older generation passes on knowledge and 
interests to the younger generation and vice 
versa

• Assists in contributing to sustainability due to 
increased awareness and involvement

• Advances society’s social and economic 
development

Economic
• Creates opportunities to learn a new skill or 

trade and increase income
• Enables people and companies to readily adapt 

to an ever-changing workplace by keeping 
skills current and relevant

• Provides a skill or knowledge that can be 
bartered or exchanged 

• Offers opportunities to be more mobile with 
skills that can be transferable

• Saves money as people learn to “do-it-yourself”
• Helps people explore ways of reducing costs, 

saving energy, being more responsible with 
resources

• Injects more money into the economy through 
higher wages and taxes as generally people 
with more education earn more

• Is an inexpensive way to try something new 



Information sheet

Literacy 
• �6% of Alberta youth aged 16-�5, 40% of adult 

Albertans, and 80% of Alberta seniors do not 
have the literacy skills necessary to reach their 
potential in our knowledge-based society

• A 1% rise in Canada’s average literacy skills 
would yield a 1.5% increase in GDP which 
translates into a permanent annual increase of 
$� billion to Alberta’s economy

• Reading to children has a substantial positive 
impact on their:

- listening, vocabulary and language skills
- imagination and creativity
- future academic performance
- ability to become healthy, active, 

contributing adults 
• 10 million Canadians are working at a marginal 

level of literacy
• Poor learning skills lead to economic 

marginalization, social exclusion and health 
issues costing the Canadian economy billions

• The benefit to society of increased literacy far 
outweighs the cost of achieving it

Learning 
• Education, training, learning and creativity are 

the new currency in the global marketplace
• There is a correlation between learning and 

wage levels in Canada – each additional year of 
education a person receives is worth 8.�% more 
on their pay cheque

• The higher earnings of individuals with higher 
levels of education economically benefit 
society through increased spending in the 
marketplace and the payment of taxes 

For	more	information	on	Literacy	and	Lifelong	
Learning	in	your	community	call	the	

Toll free Literacy Alberta Help Line: 
1-800-767-3231

www.literacyalberta.ca
www.communitylearning.info

Literacy and lifelong learning go hand in hand

• Learning develops critical thinking and 
analytical skills required for complex problem 
solving

• Learning and literacy are key contributors to 
the quality of life of individuals, families and 
communities

Quotes

Beyond reading and writing, literacy is 
considered “a continuum of learning that 
enables individuals to develop their knowledge 
and potential, pursue and achieve their goals, 
and participate fully in society.” 

UNESCO,  
National Literacy Trust, 2006

“Literacy is the road to human progress and 
the means through which every man, woman 
and child can realize his or her full potential.”

Kofi Annan,  
Former Secretary General of the United Nations

“Literacy is at the heart of all learning and 
families have a key role to play in developing 
and nurturing literacy through every stage  
of life.”

The late Honourable Lois Hole,  
Former Lieutenant Governor of Alberta

“Literacy frees minds and improves lives.”
The late Peter Gzowski,  

CBC personality and national literacy advocate
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Get your message out

Three key strategies have been identified to get your message out. Although 
their attendant tactics can fall under more than one category, they have been 
organized as follows to simplify your planning. 

 Written Strategies
• Program guides
• Brochures
• Ads
• Posters
• Flyers
• Postcards
• Business cards (i.e. mini-flyers)
• Newsletters
• Website

Verbal Strategies
• Presentations in your community
• Learners telling other learners
• Volunteers share their stories
• Engaging your referral networks, media, partners, supporters and funders 

Visual Strategies
• Signage
• Banners
• Displays
• Special events

Written Strategies

Program Guide

For most of you, your program guide is your primary communications piece. 

See Graphic Standards for the program guide template.

It is important to have a really strong cover to attract the eye of the reader and 
inspire him or her to read the inside. Find engaging photographs, preferably 
people in active or interactive learning situations. Highlight your programs, 
courses and events and if you can, include a selling feature phrase that will spark 
interest such as: “35 new courses, night course available, extra classes added due 
to popular demand.”
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Brochures

Brochures can be a key piece in your communications.

See Graphic Standards for the brochure template.

Brochures have different functions and can target different audiences. They are 
particularly effective at telling your story and act as a good advocacy tool. They 
are useful whenever you have a plenty of information to convey.

Ads 

Advertise in your local print media to get your message out. Ads allow you to 
control your message. They can be read at an individual’s leisure, cut out and 
kept for reference. Regular readers see your message repeated and become more 
aware of your programs.

A good ad includess:

• Headline: Short and to the point to catch the reader’s attention. Use a clear 
and simple font.

• Visual: Optional but if used, should relate to the headline in some way. Can 
be a photo or illustration.

• Text: Concise, brief message, easy to read. Just the most important and 
relevant information.

• Call to action: End your ad with a simple instruction. What do you want the 
reader to do? Call for more information? Plan to attend an event? Offer to 
volunteer? 

 • Contact information

• Logo and/or organization name

When booking advertising space in a publication, ask if space is available for 
free for non-profit groups. If not, ask if there is a discounted rate for non-profits 
or a discount for frequency (if running ad a few times). Because you are a public 
service, ask if there may be an opportunity for an editorial; the advertising 
representative will likely refer you to the editorial department. If your timing 
is right, you may get a free article written that will help complement your 
purchased ad, extending the reach of your paid message. 

See Graphic Standards for design information.

Posters 

The same basic principles for creating an ad apply when creating a poster. A 
good poster includes these elements:

• Headline: Short and to the point to catch the reader’s attention. Use a clear 
and simple font.

• Visual: More important in a poster than an ad and because there is 
generally more room on a poster than an ad. Should relate to the headline in 
some way. Can be a photo(s) or an illustration. 

TIP

An ad that works 

grabs the attention of 

the reader by having 

a good headline, 

minimum text, 

preferably a strong 

visual, and a call to 

action. A good ad 

well-placed should 

generate results.
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• Text: Concise, brief message, easy to read with just the most important and 
relevant information. Do not be tempted to add more copy because you 
have more room. Posters are intended to inform on a basic level and not a 
comprehensive one. 

• Call to action: End poster with a simple instruction(s). What do you want 
the reader to do? Call for more information? Register for a class? Plan to 
attend an event? Offer to volunteer? 

• Contact information

• Logo and organization name

Posters are an effective way to communicate your message visually in strategic 
locations throughout your community. Generate a list of locations that may be 
willing to display a poster – contact them for permission and ask if you can also 
drop off flyers or brochures. Refer to Referral Networks in the Connect with 
Your Primary Audiences section for suggestions on locations.

Do not make posters too big – people are more inclined to post if it’s a reasonable 
size. Unusual shapes can grab the eye – try long and skinny in the vertical or 
horizontal.

Make posters interactive by fixing a pocket to it and inserting business card 
flyers (see below) with your key contact information. This is a great way for 
people to keep the information. Fashion a pocket or holder out of cardboard, 
adapt an envelope or arrange a plastic brochure holder onto it if the poster site 
will allow. The poster can be designed to leave a space for the pocket to be 
attached so no poster information is concealed.

See Graphic Standards for design information.

Flyers

Flyers are basically mini-posters that people can take with them. Streamline your 
copy and graphics to accommodate the smaller size. If possible, place them near 
the poster so they can be picked up. Ask permission. Flyers can take the form of 
postcards or business card size ‘flyers’ for easier distribution and placement.

See Graphic Standards for design information.

Postcards

Consider using postcards to carry your message. You can create a generic all-
purpose postcard as well as ones with specific messages that promote a spring or 
fall session or special event. Postcards:

• Save envelopes and stuffing time

• Are economical to print in volume 

• Can be distributed like a flyer and inserted into information packages and 
media kits 

• Visibly carry your message to all who see it throughout its mailing journey 

• Make good thank you cards

• Double as bookmarks 

TIP

Affix a “pocket” onto 

or near your poster 

to hold your flyers, 

postcards or business 

cards so people can 

see your message 

and take it away with 

them. 

TIP

Have blank greeting 

cards printed with a 

learning image and 

key message on front 

and your logo and 

contact information 

on the back. They 

make great thank-you 

cards for the media, 

volunteers, and other 

members of your 

primary audiences 

and are another 

vehicle for your 

message.
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People tend to keep postcards especially if they are attractively designed.  
Allow enough space on the card to accommodate computer address labels if 
being mailed.

See Graphic Standards for design information.

Business Cards

Business cards are another inexpensive advertising piece that is frequently 
overlooked. Why just use business cards for business? They can be used to 
showcase your programs and contact information. Use the card as a mini-flyer/
brochure/ad. Watch your design on this medium. Less is more in a smaller space. 
Refrain from overloading the card with too much copy, graphics or logos. 

What to print on it? A brief description or list of your organization’s programs, a 
line about always being able to use volunteer help or ask “do you know someone 
who could benefit from our services?” Create a general, all-purpose card or a 
special card with a specific message. Use a reasonable font size and include your 
contact information. 

Always have a few at your reception area, on your person, in your car and in 
your briefcase. Give them to your volunteers, board members, learners, or place 
a small stack where they will be collected. These little messengers work hard! 
People typically save business cards longer than brochures or flyers, making 
this choice of advertising economical, effective and greener by using less paper. 
Bookmarks or stickers can also be effective.

See Graphic Standards for design information.

Newsletters

Newsletters can boost your communication contact on a regular basis. They 
can be produced monthly, bimonthly or quarterly depending on your resources 
and how often you want to contact your receiving audiences. They provide 
your organization with the opportunity to develop a deeper relationship with 
stakeholders by being able to: convey timely, comprehensive information; enable 
the flow of two-way information via surveys and feedback forms; or invite your 
audience to participate in an event, donate money or volunteer. 

Ongoing, direct and consistent contact establishes and solidifies relationships 
with current or potential learners as well as other members of your primary 
audiences. It keeps them informed and engaged in your organization’s activities. 
Although newsletters can be labour-intensive to create, they do not have to be. 
Think substance and style but also think newsy and fun. 

Newsletters do not have to be visual or literary masterpieces; they can be simple 
one-pagers created electronically and emailed. The important thing is creating 
a professional piece that arrives regularly. It is better to send a timely quarterly 

TIP

Make your 

regular business 

card do double 

duty by having 

a key message 

printed on back.
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than to push for monthly issues and be late in delivery. Build the production 
of newsletters into your marketing and communications plan. It is not always 
easy to quantify their effectiveness accurately but best practices indicate that 
they are an extremely effective and efficient tool in maintaining and developing 
relationships.

• Involve your learners and volunteers in producing a more vital, relevant 
newsletter.

• Crosswords, word puzzles or a suggestion box will make your newsletter 
interactive.

• Assemble and use a current, targeted mailing list for maximum 
effectiveness.

• A simple one-pager received regularly is more effective than a longer 
newsletter received less frequently.

• Brainstorm on what your audiences would like to hear from you: ideas 
could be learner success stories, changes in funding, calls for volunteers, 
reprints of articles about literacy and learning, results of new studies.

• Use graphics, photos and white space to break up copy and make it  
easier to read.

See Graphic Standards for design information.

Website

If you haven’t already, you must take full advantage of this essential technology. 
Having a website or at the very least a web page is as necessary to operations as 
having a phone. Build the cost of creating as well as maintaining a website into 
your budget or piggy back on a community site (link). 

When it comes to creating a website and using the Internet as a communications 
tool, all design fundamentals apply here too. Present your information in an 
organized and structured way; look at similar websites for ideas. Consider 
including your history, successes, information on programs, links to previous 
newsletters and other related sites. 

Websites are as simple or as complicated as your budget allows. People who 
do not receive your program guide or see a poster might go to your website 
for information, so it is critical it be kept up to date. Today, even not-for-profit 
agencies and organizations require an electronic presence – without it, you are 
not engaging full use of available resources. Include your web address on all 
print materials including letterhead and business cards. Always be certain your 
website or web page has current information. 

If you are unsure where to begin, find someone who can help. Do you have 
a computer-savvy staff member or volunteer who can assist putting the 
fundamentals in place? Librarians (who now have to be technical information 
specialists) can be an excellent source of information in this area. The Internet 
is here to stay and is one of the greatest and most exciting learning tools ever 
invented.

See Graphic Standards for design information.

TIP

It is better to have a 

simple website with 

current information 

than a fancier site that 

takes more work to 

maintain and update.
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Verbal Strategies

Presentations in Your Community

Do you have a learner, volunteer, outgoing staff member, board member or 
champion in your community who can promote the value and benefits of literacy 
and learning, and particularly your programs? Using people who are aware of 
the value of your programs to tell others is a highly effective method of getting 
your message out. Look for opportunities to present to groups you can connect 
with and are potential partners or allies. These may include the local Chamber 
of Commerce, business networking groups, church or seniors groups, schools, 
libraries, service clubs such as Rotary, Kin Canada, Canadian Progress Club, 
Salvation Army or 4H. Include key messages in all presentations.

Learners and Volunteers Sharing their Stories

Word of mouth is still the largest and most influential messaging system around 
to reach learners – and it doesn’t cost a thing. Encourage learners to spread the 
word to other potential learners. 

Engaging Your Referral Networks / Media / Partners /  
Supporters / Funders 

This assorted group is a key link to learners. It is important to cultivate your 
relationship with them and ensure they have your organization’s updated contact 
information. Plan to keep them informed by:

• Assembling phone lists of your primary contacts in each group and focus 
on the most important contacts.

• Phoning them on occasion (once a month to quarterly).

• Staying in touch on regular basis through newsletters or email.

• Asking if they need more information, brochures, or other information.

• Keeping your call brief and helpful – this builds the relationship so they 
don’t forget who you are and the importance of what your organization 
offers. 
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Visual Strategies

Displays

Displays are a great way to visually present your message to the community. 
They raise awareness of your organization and its programs and can be put in an 
area where you can directly access potential learners. Professional looking and 
easily transportable display units can be purchased from the many companies 
that specialize in this form of visual messaging. 

There are many styles to choose from and a number of economical solutions 
that can make your message portable and easy to set up in temporary locations. 
The display company can enlarge images and photos. They can also assist in the 
presentation of logos and print in graphically attractive ways. Displays highlight 
key messages or calls to action, and engage primary audiences in a visually 
compelling way.

Use your printer as a source of referrals to display companies. Check your 
Yellow Pages or nearest larger centre for a display company near you. Displays 
can be used at:

• Libraries
• Malls
• Information fairs
• Trade fairs
• Special events
• Town hall meetings
• City hall during learning/literacy events
• Farmers markets
• Any suitable gatherings 
• In your lobby or others

Displays can be active or passive. A display is “active” if it has people in 
attendance. It is very useful to set up a display with a volunteer or two who can 
explain and promote your programs, giving a friendly face at your local event. 
Always ask if you can set up your display as a public service first. You may have 
to pay for space but it will be worth the investment if the opportunity to access 
potential learners is high. Giveaways (such as pencils) help your volunteers 
engage with passersby more easily.

A “passive” display is set up without someone in attendance. Have lots of 
information at your display including materials they can take away such as 
flyers, postcards or mini-business card flyers. Make your display as visually 
interesting as possible – think conservative parade float! You want people to 
look at your display but you also need to be professional and helpful in terms of 
providing “easy to take away” information. 

Remember that your display must conform to the Graphic Standards in order to 
reinforce your brand.
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Banners

Sometimes, banners can be used where display units can’t. They are usually 
displayed for a temporary duration and are often weatherproof for hanging 
outdoors. They are generally made of heavy plastic, similar to tarps. The 
message is brief and more of an identity building opportunity. The message 
usually has some longevity so the banner can be re-used over time. 

For example, just have your organization’s name printed on it with a short 
key message, or the date of International Literacy Day or International Adult 
Learners Week in order to raise some general awareness. (Just have date printed, 
not day – that way you can re-use.) Request it be hung as a public service with 
other business banners at events ranging from rodeos and agricultural shows 
to farmers markets and socials. In bigger centres, banners are made to promote 
a special week or day and are often displayed on overpasses or pedestrian 
bridges over busy roads. They act as temporary billboards for passing motorists. 
Wherever there is a space and a group of people, there is an opportunity for 
you to promote your organization. Where could a banner work for you in your 
community?

Make sure you banner adheres to the Graphic Standards so it is in keeping with 
your overall look.

Signage

Do potential learners know where you are? Your office should be easy to 
find and welcoming. Arrange clear and attractive signage. If possible, have a 
professionally made sandwich board directing inquiries to you. The information 
on your sign can be as simple as, “Need information? Come inside for a free 
brochure.” Include your organization’s logo and ensure your sign has the same 
look and feel as the rest of your other communications tools. 

Special Events

Special events are effective opportunities to convey messages and build 
relationships within the community. Organize a special event around an open 
house, a registration night, or activities to celebrate literacy and learning.

Organizing a special event takes a lot of planning. Giving yourself the time to 
plan properly is important to best showcase your organization and programs. 
Preparing events is time-consuming and labour intensive so it is often 
advantageous to secure an event partner. The right partnership can add to an 
event. Clearly outline respective roles and responsibilities in advance to achieve 
maximum success.

Here are some general guidelines to consider.

What is your Event?

• Decide on an idea. Set goal(s). What is the purpose of your event? 

• Develop a brief plan (using the journalist’s formula of “who, what, where, 
when, why and how” as a guide is very helpful).
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• What is special about your event? 

• How will you make it stand out from other community events?

Planning your Event

• Schedule it when there are few competing events (even a hockey game can 
impact turnout).

• Build a planning calendar: pick date for event, then plan backwards to 
present time everything that needs to be done to make it happen (finding 
volunteers, producing or assembling materials, securing a location, booking 
a speaker, coordinating publicity, informing the media).

• Sometimes it is helpful to actually plot your “to do” list on a paper calendar. 
It’s low tech but easy to glance at, change and shon to others. Be sure to 
forward changes right away to people who “need to know.”

• Plan meetings that follow an agenda to accomplish time-sensitive goals.

• Have a checklist and use it.

• Be realistic about when and how things can be accomplished with available 
resources.

• Delegate, ask for help and accept it. 

• Give yourself enough up-front time to plan. 

Media Awareness

• Give media lots of notice.

• Disseminate your news as early as possible (depending on the medium  
5 to 6 weeks out could work, for others 2 weeks might be enough – finding 
out who needs what by when in advance is very helpful).

• Follow up with a phone call to specific contacts you would like to see 
attend.

• When they do attend, have a contact person onsite to meet them and answer 
questions they may have (see Making Friends with the Media).

Post-Event Activities

• Do a de-brief (learn from your successes as well as your mistakes to make 
it easier next time). 

• Keep everything (the plan, copy of the calendar timeline, notes from 
meetings, clippings of ads, posters, copies of print, the post-mortem) in one 
dated file so you can refer to it again and not have to reinvent the wheel. 

• Attach the de-brief to the plan and the timeline and put it on the top so it’s 
the first thing seen next time file is opened.

• Add to your list to thank people – from the media to volunteers. This is 
very important to build relationships. Send a thank you note and photos, if 
available, or call to ensure people are thanked. This is a great job for board 
members to do especially where the media is concerned. For volunteers, 
a simple wrap-up gathering that recognizes their contributions can be a 
rewarding way to celebrate success. 

TIP

Pull together a team 

to help you plan social 

events.
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Expand Possibilities

You may have an opportunity to use an unusual medium to deliver your 
message. Remember to keep your message brief and see to it that your designer 
uses your logo properly and that your organization’s contact information is 
correct and visible. Focus your message and your call to action. 

• Approach your local grocers and ask if check-out divider bars are an option 
for advertising in their store.

• Ask local restaurants and coffee shops if you can place tent cards advertising 
your services on their tables.

• Inquire if a local business that has a digital sign will run a message on your 
behalf.

• Have bookmarks made and ask your local library to include them in outgoing 
books (especially good for Family Literacy Day, International Literacy Day or 
International Adult Learners Week).

• Investigate the cost of having balloons printed with “What Did You Learn 
Today?” on them and give them away at a local event. Tie a ribbon with your 
mini business card flyer to it.

• See if there is a billboard company in your community that would donate their 
space when they are between paying customers.

• Consider investigating reasonably inexpensive promotional items such as 
pencils or magnets to carry your message further.

• See if you can place your banner or display at a local event that you might not 
normally consider such as a rodeo, car show or truck rally.

• What other opportunities would work well in your community?
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STRATEGIES AT A GLANCE 
Which Tools to Use to Access Which Audiences

Barriered Learners

• Word of mouth (from other learner, volunteer, tutor, family member or friend, 
agency or referral network member to potential learner) is the most effective 
method for this group.

• TV community listings

• PSAs on radio

• Business card mini-flyers specifically designed for barriered learners (toll-free 
Literacy Help Line printed clearly on it)

• Presentations to referral networks

• Indirectly all written strategies targeted to other audiences: program guides, 
posters, flyers, postcards, brochures, newsletters, ads and website could carry 
a small box with copy that reads, “Know someone who needs extra help 
with reading or writing? Give them the toll-free Literacy Help Line at 1-800-
767-3231.” *(This may not always be possible where space is at a premium 
such as in the case of a small ad. However, always keep in mind that this 
group of learners is best accessed through other individuals. Therefore, make 
your communications pieces work harder to attract those learners more 
challenging to reach. By ensuring your various audiences are kept constantly 
aware of the Help Line, they can more easily direct barriered learners to the 
services they require.)

• To a limited degree: signage, banners, displays, special events

Accessible Learners

• Word of mouth (from other learner, volunteer, tutor, family member or friend, 
agency or referral network member to potential learner)

• TV community listings

• PSAs on radio or in print

• Presentations to referral networks

• Backgrounders, fact sheet

• Program guides, posters, flyers, postcards, business card mini-flyers, brochures, 
newsletters, ads and website 

• Signage, banners, displays, special events

Volunteers

• Word of mouth (from other volunteer, learner, tutor, family member or friend, 
agency or referral network member to potential volunteer)

• TV community listings

• PSAs on radio or in print

• Presentations to referral networks

• Backgrounders, fact sheet

• Program guides, posters, flyers, postcards, business card mini-flyers, brochures, 
newsletters, ads and website could all possibly contain a call to volunteers 
where appropriate and when needed

• Indirectly: signage, banners, displays, special events
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Referral Networks

• Word of mouth (learner, volunteer, tutor, family member or friend, agency or 
referral network member to potential referral network)

• TV listings

• PSAs on radio or print

• Presentations 

• Backgrounders, fact sheet

• Program guides, posters, flyers, postcards, business card mini-flyers, brochures, 
newsletters, ads, website – a selection of these may be appropriate for 
circulation among certain referral networks

• Signage, banners, displays, special events

Partners/Donors

• Word of mouth (volunteer, learner, tutor, family member or friend, agency or 
referral network member, partner/donor, to other partner/donor or potential 
partner/donor)

• TV listings

• PSAs on radio or print

• Business cards, brochures, newsletters, formal letters, proposals

• Presentations 

• Backgrounders, fact sheet

• Program guides, posters, flyers, postcards, business card mini-flyers, and 
website – some or all of these can be attached or included in information 
packages as appropriate

• Signage, banners, displays, special events

Media

• Word of mouth (volunteer, learner, tutor, family member or friend, agency or 
referral network member to media contact)

• News releases, news alerts, PSAs, media kits

• Interviews

• Backgrounders, fact sheet

• Business cards, program guides, posters, flyers, postcards, brochures, 
newsletters, ads and website – some or all of these can be attached or 
included with backgrounders and fact sheet in media kit as appropriate

• Signage, banners, displays, special events
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Graphic standards

About the Graphic Standards

The following graphic design standards have been developed by Literacy Alberta 
and the Calgary Learning Network in conjunction with a professional graphic 
designer. 

The goals of these standards are:

• To ensure that individual organizations present materials in a professional, 
consistent way so that reader recognition and awareness is maximized

• To help develop or enhance a unified look for organizations in their own 
communities

The following guidelines outline how to use:

• Logos
• Colours
• Fonts
• Photos
• Templates: program guide cover and brochure 

How to Use Logos

Use your logo or name as the primary logo, in either black or colour. For 
program guides, brochures, newsletters, posters, flyers or any other large format 
materials, use the following two logos as secondary logos in greyscale: 

•  Member of Literacy Alberta logo (if you are a member)

Member of

•  Community Adult Learning Councils’ logo

The LA and CALC logos are available on the attached CD.

TIP

Continual and 

consistent use of 

common logos will 

create a unified 

graphic identity in 

your community 

which will help 

learners better identify 

your programs.



Member of Member of

Your  
Program Name

Your logo

Your logo Your  
Program Name

Logo layout options for  
organizations with logo

Logo layout options for  
organizations with no logo

Your logo

Member of

Your  
Program Name

Member of
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Important Rules for Logos 

•  Always reproduce a logo using only the authorized digital files.

•  Always use the complete logo (icon and title together) to maintain a  
unified look.

•  Always allow a reasonable area of white space around the logo to permit the 
logo to stand out visually. 

•  Do not manually recreate a logo or any portion thereof.

•  Do not use a logo or any portion thereof as a decorative design element.

•  Do not alter a logo in any manner such as condensing, digitally distorting, 
expanding, stretching, adding outlines or shadows. 

•  Do not place other graphics or text behind, in front of or directly against the 
logo.

•  Avoid tilting, angling or placing logos on end.

•  Only re-size the logo proportionally (height to width ratio must remain  
the same). 

New Learning Person Symbol

The international symbol for learning, the Reading Man, has been updated for 
your use. 

W
ha

t d
id

you learn today? W
ha

t d
id

you learn today?

A symbol differs from a logo in its application. A logo is used to identify an 
organization. A symbol, in this case, is used to communicate a key message. 
Both can play a role in branding, but it is important not to confuse this symbol 
with the corporate logos.

You may use the new Learning Person on your printed materials however do not 
place beside or integrate with your program logo, the Literacy Alberta logo or 
the CALC logo. Too many logos and symbols clutter the page and dilute your 
message.

Possible uses are:

•  On the corner of a poster or flyer, opposite the logos

•  Inside a brochure or program guide

•  On the corners of letterhead or news releases, opposite your logo

•  On a bookmark or postcard

•  On a banner, display or sandwich board

•  On the back of your business card or mini-business card flyer

•  As a badge, sticker or magnet
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Colours

Use of a consistent colour scheme contributes to a strong, recognizable identity.

The following colours have been chosen to represent the CALC/Literacy Alberta 
partnership. 

Specify these colour values to your designer or printer. If printing in-house with 
your ink jet or laser printer, match as closely as possible to these colour swatches.

BLUE

Pantone Process Cyan
C : 100 / M : 0 / Y : 0 / K : 0

ORANGE

Pantone 144
C : 0 / M : 48 / Y : 100 / K : 0

50% tint 10% tint

50% tint 10% tint

Fonts

Consistent and appropriate font use helps maintain a professional look.

• Use a simple sans-serif typeface such as Arial for headlines

• Use a standard serif typeface such as Times New Roman for body text

• Use no more than two fonts for maximum readability

Photos

Photos are the most powerful image for an ad, poster and for the cover of 
a brochure or program guide. Always use images taken by a professional 
photographer.

• Photos are included on the CD

• For inexpensive stock photos that you can easily purchase and download  
go to istockphoto.com

TIP

Changing colours 

with each new issue 

of a program alerts 

the reader that a new 

edition is available.

Try using a blue 

dominant cover for 

spring, orange for fall.
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Design Templates

Layouts or templates for design are provided for: 

• Cover of 8.5 x 11 program guide

• Brochure

Options for Using the Template
• Print in-house following the layout as closely as possible.

• Provide your designer or print shop with a copy of the template and ask 
them to follow the layout as closely as possible. 

Benefits of Working with a Template
• Keeping design consistent should be easier for whoever is responsible for 

producing them.

• Dropping in the different information for each printing will be easy because 
it’s already known what information is to be included and where it goes in 
the layout.

• Maintaining a similar layout each time cues the viewer to recognize your 
program or brochure.

• It takes less time to design if a template is followed each time, therefore it is 
less costly to produce. 

• The same look builds that all-important consistency and recognition. 



Member of

Your logo

What did you learn today?

Program Guide Headline 

Community Events
Arts & Crafts

Computers
Family & Parenting

Fitness
Health & Wellness

Languages
Personal Development

 35 new courses to choose from

Winter/Spring 2007

Program Guide Cover Template



Member of

Your logo

What did you learn today?

Program Guide Headline 

Community Events
Arts & Crafts

Computers
Family & Parenting

Fitness
Health & Wellness

Languages
Personal Development

 35 new courses to choose from

Winter/Spring 2007

Key message
Times New Roman bold italic, 18 point

Name of guide or 
program
Arial regular, 40 point

Dates or season  
of guide
Arial bold, 16 point

Highlights such as
courses offered or  
areas served
Times New Roman bold italic, 
14 point

Logo  
configuration
See graphics guidelines 
for options

Photo bar
Use three or four images

100% of colour
See graphics guidelines for 
colour options

50% of colour
See graphics guidelines for colour options

Right margin
Use .75 inch margin on right side
Right justify all text to margin

Program Guide Cover Template explained



Brochure Template 
with bleeds

Use for printers that can print ink  
to all edges of the paper

Your logo

Member of

Your logo

Headline of 
Brochure

Optional Subheading

Street Address
Town, Province

Postal Code
Phone

Fax
Email address

Website

Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

•	 At nit alit prat praesse venibh eliquam nim
dolenit irit velisit, suscidunt ate dolor sum.

•	 Aauguer acin veliquat alis amcommy nim
verit iusciliquis adiat nulput alis aut nibh er
in volessis.

•	 Nostrud dolorero odit alit la faci etue dolore
magna facinci tisim nulla facilit ilisci ex et
accum

•	 Ut ad minissecte dunt la feum illutem dolore
core tet eniamet wismodo consequisl

•	 Diamcon ullandit praestrud doloreratie
dolore consequi tet vulpute molore dolut alit
incip

•	 Dolobore modolut acing esed exer sim nim
veliqui ssenisi eu feu faccum nulpute te
commy nosto dolorper aliquat lut.

•	 Aauguer acin veliquat alis amcommy nim
verit iusciliquis adiat nulput alis aut nibh er
in volessis.

What did you learn today?

Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

Exer sustrud moleniat. Lit utat, consequipis 
dolut nismodo exeriliqui essi.

Utpat lan eum nullandreet nonsequip erit 
alit volessecte magna at wisl exerostrud 
dolenibh er seniame tumsand ionsequis 
dolorem nullutatio conulla consequat, velit, 
suscilis nullan utat utat. Rud tionullan utpatio 
doloborting eugiamconse dolore magnis nit ver 
sim ver si.

Em alit dolobortisis dolor summodignit 
doloreet autat. Lit nonse dunt wisit utat, sim 
velenisi.

Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

Velesse quisim quamcommy niam, consent 
aliquam veleseq uatueri ustrud te ea feu feugue 
consed essequipsum nonsequat, consequis dunt 
iurem iril ilis autetue rcipis alismolore cor sit 
accum alisim zzriure verostie dolorpercil dunt 
ulla core tet lum incipsu msandre commolum 
in ut dolore tiscin vel ute ex esto doloboreet in 
hent adiat.

Nos dipit aliquat prat prat lobortionsed tat, 
commy nonsed do commod tetum et, quipit 
nonsequis nummod tatueri uscillamcon henit 
wisi.

Putpat laore del doluptatis nostrud erit in 
utSandre dio odip eu faci tat ipisi tat wis 
alit, quat eugue do odolore dolorti smodole 
niametuero el dionsequate dipsustrud dolorem 
voloreet inibh exer si exeriure magnit ulput ip 
esse eum velenis digna faccummod mincipit 
loreet alit, velit ver ilit acin volobortie magna 

Facinim nonullum zzriurem deliquis nulla 
faccum ipit am duis dolore veliquat. Ut velisl 
ut adit, quam, sum niatetum zzriuscil ulla 
facincillam, quipisc ipismodipis nos nibh 
eugait ea consequipsum volobore dunt at. 

Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

Exer sustrud moleniat. Lit utat, consequipis 
dolut nismodo exeriliqui essi.

Utpat lan eum nullandreet nonsequip erit 
alit volessecte magna at wisl exerostrud 
dolenibh er seniame tumsand ionsequis 
dolorem nullutatio conulla consequat, velit, 
suscilis nullan utat utat. Rud tionullan utpatio 
doloborting eugiamconse dolore magnis nit ver 
sim ver si.

Em alit dolobortisis dolor summodignit 
doloreet autat. Lit nonse dunt wisit utat, sim 
velenisi.

What did you learn today?

Your logo

Member of

Your logo

Headline of 
Brochure

Optional Subheading

Street Address
Town, Province

Postal Code
Phone

Fax
Email address

Website

Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

•	 At nit alit prat praesse venibh eliquam nim
dolenit irit velisit, suscidunt ate dolor sum.

•	 Aauguer acin veliquat alis amcommy nim
verit iusciliquis adiat nulput alis aut nibh er
in volessis.

•	 Nostrud dolorero odit alit la faci etue dolore
magna facinci tisim nulla facilit ilisci ex et
accum

•	 Ut ad minissecte dunt la feum illutem dolore
core tet eniamet wismodo consequisl

•	 Diamcon ullandit praestrud doloreratie
dolore consequi tet vulpute molore dolut alit
incip

•	 Dolobore modolut acing esed exer sim nim
veliqui ssenisi eu feu faccum nulpute te
commy nosto dolorper aliquat lut.

•	 Aauguer acin veliquat alis amcommy nim
verit iusciliquis adiat nulput alis aut nibh er
in volessis.

What did you learn today?

Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

Exer sustrud moleniat. Lit utat, consequipis 
dolut nismodo exeriliqui essi.

Utpat lan eum nullandreet nonsequip erit 
alit volessecte magna at wisl exerostrud 
dolenibh er seniame tumsand ionsequis 
dolorem nullutatio conulla consequat, velit, 
suscilis nullan utat utat. Rud tionullan utpatio 
doloborting eugiamconse dolore magnis nit ver 
sim ver si.

Em alit dolobortisis dolor summodignit 
doloreet autat. Lit nonse dunt wisit utat, sim 
velenisi.

Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

Velesse quisim quamcommy niam, consent 
aliquam veleseq uatueri ustrud te ea feu feugue 
consed essequipsum nonsequat, consequis dunt 
iurem iril ilis autetue rcipis alismolore cor sit 
accum alisim zzriure verostie dolorpercil dunt 
ulla core tet lum incipsu msandre commolum 
in ut dolore tiscin vel ute ex esto doloboreet in 
hent adiat.

Nos dipit aliquat prat prat lobortionsed tat, 
commy nonsed do commod tetum et, quipit 
nonsequis nummod tatueri uscillamcon henit 
wisi.

Putpat laore del doluptatis nostrud erit in 
utSandre dio odip eu faci tat ipisi tat wis 
alit, quat eugue do odolore dolorti smodole 
niametuero el dionsequate dipsustrud dolorem 
voloreet inibh exer si exeriure magnit ulput ip 
esse eum velenis digna faccummod mincipit 
loreet alit, velit ver ilit acin volobortie magna 

Facinim nonullum zzriurem deliquis nulla 
faccum ipit am duis dolore veliquat. Ut velisl 
ut adit, quam, sum niatetum zzriuscil ulla 
facincillam, quipisc ipismodipis nos nibh 
eugait ea consequipsum volobore dunt at. 

Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

Exer sustrud moleniat. Lit utat, consequipis 
dolut nismodo exeriliqui essi.

Utpat lan eum nullandreet nonsequip erit 
alit volessecte magna at wisl exerostrud 
dolenibh er seniame tumsand ionsequis 
dolorem nullutatio conulla consequat, velit, 
suscilis nullan utat utat. Rud tionullan utpatio 
doloborting eugiamconse dolore magnis nit ver 
sim ver si.

Em alit dolobortisis dolor summodignit 
doloreet autat. Lit nonse dunt wisit utat, sim 
velenisi.

What did you learn today?

Brochure Template 
with white margins

Use for printers that cannot print ink  
to all edges of the paper



Brochure Template explained – side 1

Your logo

Member of

Your logo

Headline of 
Brochure

Optional Subheading

Street Address
Town, Province

Postal Code
Phone

Fax
Email address

Website

Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

•	 At nit alit prat praesse venibh eliquam nim
dolenit irit velisit, suscidunt ate dolor sum.

•	 Aauguer acin veliquat alis amcommy nim
verit iusciliquis adiat nulput alis aut nibh er
in volessis.

•	 Nostrud dolorero odit alit la faci etue dolore
magna facinci tisim nulla facilit ilisci ex et
accum

•	 Ut ad minissecte dunt la feum illutem dolore
core tet eniamet wismodo consequisl

•	 Diamcon ullandit praestrud doloreratie
dolore consequi tet vulpute molore dolut alit
incip

•	 Dolobore modolut acing esed exer sim nim
veliqui ssenisi eu feu faccum nulpute te
commy nosto dolorper aliquat lut.

•	 Aauguer acin veliquat alis amcommy nim
verit iusciliquis adiat nulput alis aut nibh er
in volessis.

What did you learn today?

Headline
Arial regular, 30 point

Subheading
Arial bold, 16 point

Logo configuration
See Graphic Standards for layout options

Photo area – Use images 
of active people
Choose from stock photos on CD 
or source your own

Key message
Times New Roman bold italic, 12 pt

100% of colour
See Graphic Standards for colour options

50% of colour
See Graphic Standards for colour 
options

Bullets
11 pt Times New Roman with 14 pt 
spacing and .125 inch indent



Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

Exer sustrud moleniat. Lit utat, consequipis 
dolut nismodo exeriliqui essi.

Utpat lan eum nullandreet nonsequip erit 
alit volessecte magna at wisl exerostrud 
dolenibh er seniame tumsand ionsequis 
dolorem nullutatio conulla consequat, velit, 
suscilis nullan utat utat. Rud tionullan utpatio 
doloborting eugiamconse dolore magnis nit ver 
sim ver si.

Em alit dolobortisis dolor summodignit 
doloreet autat. Lit nonse dunt wisit utat, sim 
velenisi.

Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

Velesse quisim quamcommy niam, consent 
aliquam veleseq uatueri ustrud te ea feu feugue 
consed essequipsum nonsequat, consequis dunt 
iurem iril ilis autetue rcipis alismolore cor sit 
accum alisim zzriure verostie dolorpercil dunt 
ulla core tet lum incipsu msandre commolum 
in ut dolore tiscin vel ute ex esto doloboreet in 
hent adiat.

Nos dipit aliquat prat prat lobortionsed tat, 
commy nonsed do commod tetum et, quipit 
nonsequis nummod tatueri uscillamcon henit 
wisi.

Putpat laore del doluptatis nostrud erit in 
utSandre dio odip eu faci tat ipisi tat wis 
alit, quat eugue do odolore dolorti smodole 
niametuero el dionsequate dipsustrud dolorem 
voloreet inibh exer si exeriure magnit ulput ip 
esse eum velenis digna faccummod mincipit 
loreet alit, velit ver ilit acin volobortie magna 

Facinim nonullum zzriurem deliquis nulla 
faccum ipit am duis dolore veliquat. Ut velisl 
ut adit, quam, sum niatetum zzriuscil ulla 
facincillam, quipisc ipismodipis nos nibh 
eugait ea consequipsum volobore dunt at. 

Heading  (Arial Bold 14 pt with 
16 pt line spacing)

Subtitle (Arial italic, 12 pt with 14 pt line 
spacing)

Exer sustrud moleniat. Lit utat, consequipis 
dolut nismodo exeriliqui essi.

Utpat lan eum nullandreet nonsequip erit 
alit volessecte magna at wisl exerostrud 
dolenibh er seniame tumsand ionsequis 
dolorem nullutatio conulla consequat, velit, 
suscilis nullan utat utat. Rud tionullan utpatio 
doloborting eugiamconse dolore magnis nit ver 
sim ver si.

Em alit dolobortisis dolor summodignit 
doloreet autat. Lit nonse dunt wisit utat, sim 
velenisi.

What did you learn today?

Body text
11 pt Times New Roman with 14 pt spacing

Key message
Times New Roman bold italic,  
12  pt

Brochure Template explained – side 2

Put most important, current and correct 
information inside

Create copy first choosing content from 
key messages, backgrounders, fact 
sheets and your own organization’s 
information

Photo areas – Use images of 
active people
Choose from stock photos on CD or 
source your own

1. Decide on a budget
�. Do a timeline
�. Deliver results by defining your goal(s)
4. Dedicate your message to a specific audience
5. Develop rapport with your reader by using an 

active voice and positive tone

6. Delegate writing/designing if necessary
7. Don’t forget a ‘call to action’
8. Determine quantity
9. Deal with a knowledgeable and reputable printer
10. Distribute promptly

CHECKLIST FOR A BETTER BROCHURE
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Production

Preparing Design Files for Print

Doing it Yourself

If you have professional design software such as Quark, Adobe Illustrator, 
Photoshop and InDesign as well as a staff member who is proficient in these 
programs, you can design and prepare your print files in-house. 

Most organizations only have access to office programs such as Microsoft Word, 
Publisher and Excel. These programs can be used for:

• Laying out text and logos that will be used to overprint on the pre-printed 
brochure templates (available fall 2007). Print using your office printer.

• Creating a rough draft (mock-up) of a brochure or other printed piece to 
provide to a print shop. Their design department will have to build a file 
with the proper software to make it suitable for printing. There is usually a 
charge for this service.

Hiring a Graphic Designer

A graphic designer can design your materials with a professional look and with 
the proper file specifications, but the fee may be more than your budget allows. If 
you choose to work with a designer, be very clear about what you want and ask 
for a quote up front. Discuss:

• Marketing objectives (what you want this piece to achieve)

• Timelines

• Cost for the entire job

Using a Printer’s Design Services

Your print shop may be the best place to have your files prepared. Normally their 
charges are lower per hour than a graphic designer’s and often they may reduce 
or waive the fee if you are printing with them.

However, printers will not usually take the time to think about your particular 
communications and design needs, so you will need to be very clear about what 
you want.

Provide a sketch or printed draft (from Word or Publisher) of the layout you want 
the printer to copy.

If printing a program guide or brochure, provide the template in this manual for 
the printer to follow. Be sure to:

• Specify the exact colours, fonts and layout

• Provide the text, high resolution photos, and print quality (EPS) logos

• Ask to see a “proof” of the final file to check for errors, and to make sure 
the printer has followed your guidelines 

TIP

Having a clear idea 

in advance about 

what you want 

your materials to 

communicate, will 

you save time and 

money and help 

your designer and 

printer do the best 

possible job.
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 Choosing a Printer

Printing is very competitive. Shop around and get some quotes. Don’t be shy 
to negotiate with them—they expect it. Always ask printers in advance what is 
the most economical way to print your job. Find the balance between cost and 
quality and you’ve found your ideal printing partner.

Economical Design

Discuss with your designer or printer the most economical way to produce your 
piece. 

Design choices that can affect your cost are:

• Number of colours: one colour / two colours / full colour

• Size and shape of piece

• Paper type and weight

• Quantity

• Printing method: digital or offset

Tips on how to make your budget stretch

• Gang run: Do you have two different communications pieces to get out at 
around the same time? Often you can reduce the cost of printing by doing 
them both at once.

• Print more: If you are producing pieces with some shelf life (that is with 
information that is general and not time-sensitive), have more copies 
printed. Be careful though, it’s sometimes easy to think you’re going to save 
money by printing extras and you end up with more than you can use.

Preparing Ads

As discussed under Preparing Design files for Print, most organizations have 
two sources for creating ad files:

• A graphic designer

• Design department of the publication you’re placing your ad with – this is 
normally the most affordable way 

If submitting your content to the publication’s staff, you will need to be very 
clear about what you want. 

• Provide a sketch or printed draft (from Word or Publisher) of the layout you 
want the printer to copy.

• Specify the exact colours, fonts and layout.

• Provide the text, high resolution photos, and print quality (EPS) logos.

• Ask to see a “proof” of the final ad to check for errors and to make sure the 
printer has followed your guidelines. 
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Proofreading

Whenever you create a communications piece, it needs to be proofread. Because 
your organization represents literacy and learning, mistakes may be judged more 
harshly. Ensure all documentation is proofread in order to present professional 
results and maintain your credibility as a learning authority in your community. 
This applies to all written product whether your audience is the media, the 
government or funding agencies, your board or the public at large.

• Build time into your schedule to proofread. Take a break between writing 
and proofreading so you can look at your document with fresh eyes and 
mind.

• Don’t rely on your computer’s spell check or grammar check to catch 
mistakes. Your spell check will catch misspelled words; it will not catch 
misused words. Missing homonyms is a common mistake. (Words that 
sound the same but have a different meaning and spelling. For example: to, 
two, too.) 

• Read your document through first for content. Is everything there you want 
to say? Is anything obvious missing like the time, date, or a phone number? 

• Read your document again. Check for grammar, punctuation, spelling. 
Think about your verbs, pronouns, subject verb agreement, the use 
of commas or apostrophes. Are there sentence fragments or run-ons? 
Watch your contractions. For example: “It’s” is a contraction of “it is.” 
“Its” is a possessive. “It’s about time its tires were replaced.” Limit use of 
exclamation marks and if you do use one, use one only.

• Check for consistent use of alternate spellings based on any style guides 
your organization might have. For example, Canadians generally use 
the British way of spelling: “colour” versus the American abbreviated 
“color.” Whichever way you choose, be consistent. If your organization 
does not have a style guide, consider creating one. Include some tips on 
tone and style of writing and what may or may not be appropriate for your 
different audiences. For example, you would use more formal language in a 
fundraising proposal or business document than you would for a thank  
you note.

• Read your document aloud. This will catch missing words or repeated 
words.

• Read your document backwards. This sounds unusual but it is especially 
useful for catching typos such as mixed cases (upPer and lower) and words 
that should or shouldn’t be capitalized.

• Double check the spelling of names and the proper use of titles, especially 
for dignitaries. Is it “ the Right Honorable” or “The Right Honourable” or 
“the right Honourable?”

• Double check numbers; misquoting facts and figures or publishing 
an incorrect phone number can be misleading or worse, damage your 
credibility.

• Check for font consistencies: size, italics, bolding. 

TIP

It is vital to proofread 

your communications 

pieces in order 

to maintain a 

professional standard 

and more importantly, 

credibility for your 

organization. 
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• Check for spacing: are there extra  spaces, nospaces between words?

• Remove abbreviations, acronyms, jargon, slang, colloquialisms. Minimize 
the use of “etc.” Aim for clear language.

• Proof from a hard copy versus on screen even if it is web pages. It is a 
whole lot easier to see errors. 

• After you have reviewed a few times, have at least one other person 
(preferably two) who has not been involved in the project to proofread. 
Every eye can spot something different. 

Proofreading Checklist

Writing:

• Facts accurate
• Message appropriate
• Style appropriate for audience
• Structure makes sense (flow of paragraphs and ideas)
• Voice consistent
• Grammar correct
• Punctuation accurate
• Check spelling
• Use of Canadian spellings
• No abbreviations/acronyms

Formatting consistent for:

• Spaces
• Dashes
• Slashes
• Capitalization of headings
• Capitalization of people’s titles
• Commas, apostrophes
• Bullets 

Organization identity information included:

• Logo
• Address
• Email
• Website
• Phone
• Fax
• Key message(s)

Detail check:

• Names spelled correctly
• Numbers accurate
• Dates accurate
• Page numbers in order
• Final spell check 
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Gain the media’s support

Importance of the Media

Extend Your Reach

What is meant by “media”? A medium is a form of communication. Media 
means forms of mass communication. The traditional forms are considered print 
(newspapers and magazines) and electronic (radio and television). As means 
of communication have become technologically more sophisticated, electronic 
media has expanded to include the Internet. 

“Media” is also used synonymously in reference to people who work in the 
media: editors, reporters, journalists, who can be instrumental in helping you 
accomplish your communications goals. In the context of this manual, “the 
media” will be used interchangeably to refer both to the means and methods of 
communication as outlined above and also to the professionals behind the scenes 
at publications, radio and TV stations who are responsible for crafting and 
distributing messages to the public.

Build Your Credibility and Awareness

When your story is covered by the media, it builds credibility, authority, and 
awareness for your organization. Your message is also exposed to a very large 
dedicated audience who may be your conduit to new learners or be potential 
learners themselves. 

Assist in Accessing Barriered Learners

Your relationship with the media can be your most valuable tool in accessing 
barriered learners, especially electronic media such as radio and television.

Get Your Message Out for Free

When an article about your organization is published in a print publication, or 
your organization’s activities or programs are mentioned on air, that exposure 
can represent thousands of dollars in paid advertising. The media have 
essentially helped you get your message out in a way that your budget would 
likely not be able to accommodate.

Reinforce Your Message

Third party advertising strengthens the power of your message. It’s one thing 
to buy an ad and say, “We do these wonderful things for the community.” It’s 
another when an authority such as the media says, “This organization does 
wonderful things for the community.” It reinforces who you are and what you 
do in the minds of the audience in a very powerful and persuasive way, helping 
them remember you and keeping you in mind when they think of opportunities 
for learning.

TIP

The media can be one 

of your strongest allies 

in communicating 

your message.
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Share Value of Literacy and Learning

The media has a vested interest in literacy and learning as essentially, that is 
their business. People in the media business can also be considered an indirect 
referral network as they might also be aware of potential learners themselves.

Making Friends With the Media

Key Things to Remember

Members of the media often seem rushed and appear to have little time for 
you. The truth is, they are always looking for stories and information for their 
readers or viewers; that is their business. However, the nature of their business 
is deadline oriented and can be stressful. If you persevere in presenting your 
messages with a good angle, in a way they like to receive them, and in a 
timely fashion that meets their deadlines, you will make their job easier. More 
importantly, you will have a powerful ally in expanding your reach into the 
community.

Generating News
• Check out what your local media is covering. 

• Make them want to cover your story by providing an angle or a hook (point of 
interest or perspective that will appeal to people).

• The more obvious your story’s angle, the more likely you will secure the 
coverage you are looking for.

Making Your Story Newsworthy

Decide what makes your story of interest to others. Is it a topic of broad, general 
interest? Make a list of why people will care about your story and appeal to those 
reasons when writing the story.

For example, if you are starting a program targeted to single young mothers, list 
why your program is important: it makes the women more employable, it gives 
them a focus for the future, it improves their self-esteem knowing they can take 
care of themselves and their child or children, low literacy skills affect a high 
percentage of single mothers in the community. This will give focus to your 
message and help you deliver it with more punch.

TIP

Help the media help 

you by creating 

opportunities to tell 

your story.
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Ideas

Find an interesting angle for the media to cover: 

• Programs start for new season.

• Unique program never offered in the community before.

• Students organize reading with local celebrity.

• New program launched to help local youth improve their reading.  

• Program grads read to young patients in hospital.

• Local business donates cheque to purchase books or equipment or fund a 
program.

• Cheque presentation at local library with huge mound of books to represent 
value of donation.

These story ideas offer the media “photo ops” (photo opportunities). The printed 
media and TV are visual and they like to provide their readers/viewers with 
something visually interesting. If you take the approach that you are helping 
them (rather than them helping you), you will both end up helping each other.

Make the Media’s Job Easier
• Present your information in the correct format (see samples at the end of this 

section).

• Send information in a timely fashion so they have enough time to respond and 
meet their deadlines.

• Have a consistent and informed media contact – check with your governance 
authority on who should be addressing the media.

How to Involve Learners

Journalists are trained to get facts and statements and like to include information 
from the “horse’s mouth.” 

A story told from an individual person’s point of view almost like a testimonial 
can enhance your credibility and give a real human interest feel to the story –  
exactly what the media is after. It can also directly inspire other learners. 

Whatever your story, whether it’s the development of a new program, a special 
event, fundraiser, anniversary or the 5,000th person to come through your doors, 
you can usually work a learner into the equation. Learners can comment on how 
learning has made a difference in their personal lives, their work or even how 
they overcame their fear of addressing their low literacy skills. 

• Pick a person who would be comfortable participating in an interview or 
appearing on radio or TV.

• Find out whether they want to have their name used or not – some people 
may be prepared to help the cause but may not be prepared to be totally in 
the spotlight.

• Explain clearly to them what they might expect and what they’ll need to 
do/say.

• Brief them on key messages. 
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• Inform them as to when and where the interview will take place, how long 
it may last and what they should wear.

• Act as the go-between for the learner and the journalist so there are no 
surprises.

• Accompany them to the interview both as a show of support and as an 
opportunity to reinforce your key messages. 

• Set your learner up for success – your message is promoted and they get to 
be a star.

Timing is Everything

When you send your information is as important as what you send. If you 
are sending a news release regarding an upcoming session or special event, 
anywhere from 2 weeks to 5 or 6 weeks can be appropriate, depending on the 
medium. By taking into account the media’s different deadlines, airing and 
publication dates, you increase your chances of wider coverage. 

• Call the editors of your local newspaper, magazine(s) and producers of 
your local radio and TV station(s) to find out when they like to receive their 
information regarding human interest or news stories. 

• Take deadlines seriously and the media will take you seriously.

• Never send a news release the day before an event, it is far too short notice.

• If your news release is in response to a current news item (and is playing 
more of an advocacy role), the sooner you send it the better.

It’s Who You Know

Determine who your best contact is at each of your local media outlets and 
always send everything to that person. If that individual leaves, find out who 
is now in the position. Email them your newsletters, send them a Christmas 
card and keep them informed about your activities. Understand that your media 
contacts are your new best friends and if you treat them right, they will be there 
for you when you need them.

• Avoid sending anything into the void – with no department or no name 
assigned for delivery.

• Designate a regular contact in your organization who can become their  
“go-to” person. 

•  Always include your full contact information with information you send: 

 - name

 - title

 - organization

 - address

 - phone number

 - fax number

 - email

 - website

TIP

When the media 

receives your 

information is as 

important as what 

you send.
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• Make it easy for the media to contact you; with their tight timelines, the 
easier you are to reach and the faster you respond when they call, the better 
able they are to cover your story. 

It’s All in the Delivery

Some media outlets prefer to receive information in a specific format. Confirm 
with your media contacts what their preferred format is. Some prefer to receive 
information via fax. Your message shows up without having to be printed off a 
computer or opened from an envelope. Make sure your fax number is correct and 
use a cover sheet so they can see immediately who the information is from and 
to whom it needs to go.

Others prefer to receive an email. They can easily transfer the information 
electronically to colleagues for editing and/or insertion into their publication. 
Some even prefer snail mail especially if there is a lot of information in a variety 
of formats. (A media kit for example as discussed further on.)

Following Up

Soon after sending out a time-sensitive news release or advisory, it is important 
to follow up with the media. 

In a busy newsroom, things can legitimately go astray; you don’t want your news 
release to be the one that ends up falling into the recycling. When you call, here 
are some suggestions that will initiate conversation.

• Before you call, have the news release or advisory in front of you; make 
brief notes on it or highlight the important points you want to address.

• Speak slowly and clearly. Listen to their responses and tone.

• Introduce yourself – who you are, your organization and your role with 
them.

• Ask them first if this is an appropriate time for you to talk to them and if it 
is, ask if they have received your item; if it isn’t a good time, ask for a time 
when you could call them back.

• Ask them if they have any questions or if there is any more information you 
can provide.

• Ask if they are interested in covering the story.

• Offer them ways to enhance the story: can you arrange a photo op, an 
interview, a tour?

• If they are not interested or cannot run the story at that time, thank them 
and ask them if you can contact them in the future for other opportunities.

• Ensure they have your contact information in case they want to reach you  
in future.
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What to Do When the Media Calls

Be prepared when the media calls. Have your approved contact person provide 
them with what they need to cover your story, including an interview or photo 
opportunity. If no-one has contacted you and your event is fast approaching, 
follow up and find out if they received your information or require further 
details. Again, if you are ready and accommodating, they should be happy to 
work with you. 

It is ideal when the media is interested in providing advance coverage of your 
event. That is more valuable than receiving coverage after the fact as it can 
generate attendance. However, appreciate that any coverage is useful in terms 
of helping raise general awareness. Remember to track any media coverage 
you receive before and after your event. For print media, clip articles and for 
electronic media, make notes of interviews given or mentions made. Keep 
these in a media binder and/or copies in the file of your event so you know who 
did what to help and who your supporters are in the media. This will help you 
cultivate your contacts accordingly.

If the media is calling you about your upcoming season, try to find an angle or a 
hook for their story. Is something new being offered? Have a number of classes 
in a certain subject been added due to overwhelming interest? Is there a well-
known interesting guest instructor in your lineup? Do you have a 90 year-old 
taking a computer class? If you are excited about your programming and you 
think other people will be, chances are the media will be interested also.

Say Thank You

If the media covers your event or does a preview of your new spring session, 
ensure to thank them. They will appreciate your acknowledgement and be more 
inclined to help in future. Again, when you help make their job easier, they end 
up helping you achieve your goals and it is a win-win situation. Remember to 
keep repeating your key messages to help the media convey them appropriately. 

Exclusives

Sometimes, you will hear about a story being offered to a media source as “an 
exclusive” which means that it is the only media outlet with access to the story or 
that it is able to cover the story first. 

The idea behind this is that a media outlet with an exclusive will do a more 
expansive job of covering your story. 

Consider if this is the best way for you to get your message out. Is it better to 
attain as much coverage as possible from as many sources as possible to reach as 
many people as possible? Most non-profit agencies prefer to cultivate a positive 
relationship with as many media outlets as they can, so it is not generally advised 
to give an exclusive to one source. Obtaining more exposure from a variety of 
media rather than dedicating your story to just the one source is usually the 
better option. 
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Strategies to Connect with the Media

Public Service Announcement

When to Send a PSA

A Public Service Announcement (PSA) is an announcement the media makes 
that is of benefit to the public at no cost to the issuer. Generally, they are 
restricted to the use of non-profit agencies and government. 

PSAs are generally intended for radio and TV but information from a PSA can 
also be put into print. It can be sent to communicate just about anything such as 
a call for volunteers, to announce registration dates or a new season of programs, 
or a special event – anything that is generally considered to serve public interest.

• Include the name of your organization and phone number. 

• Should go out in a timely fashion to the right contacts.

• PSAs can sometimes convey a key message. For example: “What did you 
learn today?”

Print PSAs

• Publications like community newspapers or magazines can be sent PSAs as 
they often offer free listings of community events. 

Radio and TV PSAs

• A PSA for radio or TV is usually 30 seconds long but can be 10 or 60 
seconds – try to keep yours at a maximum of 30 seconds if you are sending 
something directly to radio stations.

• If you are writing a PSA intentionally for radio, read it aloud so you can see 
if it “sounds” good.

• TV PSAs are less common as production costs for the station are higher 
(a TV PSA has to be written differently; someone needs to deliver the 
message and produce the piece). 

• Local TV channels will sometimes announce brief community information. 

• Publications or businesses will sometimes run or sponsor a televised PSA 
on your behalf.

Resources 

• See Media Writing Dos and Don’ts for tips. 

• See sample PSA at the end of this section for format and style.

News Release

When to Send a News Release

• Send a news release only when you have something newsworthy (also 
known as a press release or media release).

• Develop an “angle” to make your information sound new, creative and 
appealing to an editor
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• Present information in a way that answers the question “Who would care 
about this?” in a positive way. 

• Appeal to a broad, general audience. 

• Ensure it is something that people would find interesting or inspiring.

• Write the release in journalistic style; many community papers print news 
releases verbatim or edit them minimally. 

- grab the attention of the editor and readers then develop details

- keep it short – one or two pages 

- check your spelling and grammar, proofread

- then have at least one other person (preferably two) proofread

See Sample News Release at the end of this section for format and style.

News Advisory

When to Send a News Advisory

• Send a news advisory (also sometimes referred to as a “news alert”) when 
you have information to share which is less detailed than a news release or 
as a reminder, follow up, or urgent response. 

• Include a photo opportunity if possible. It’s a chance for the media to take 
a picture or some video of something visual that would appeal to their 
audience. A celebrity that is appearing on behalf of your cause is a good 
example.

• Advisory differs from a PSA in that it usually has a sense of urgency or has 
a deadline associated.

See Sample News Advisory at the end of this section for format and style.

Media Kit

When to Send a Media Kit

The content and presentation of a media kit can vary depending on the size of the 
organization and the message that needs to be communicated. A kit is usually 
assembled when a more comprehensive and substantial amount of information 
needs to go to the media for when you hold a news conference, special event 
or open house, or when responding to a news item as an advocate of literacy or 
learning. 

In this instance, it is helpful to the media to receive as much background 
information as possible on an organization: history, mission, success in the 
community, key figures and milestones. This information helps them build 
a story – your story. When you offer the media as much relevant and useful 
information about your organization as possible, they are in a better position to 
help you get your message out in a way that would be impossible without them 
and that is highly informative to your audiences.

TIP

Invite members of 

the media onto your 

board. It helps raise 

their organization’s 

profile in being 

seen as making 

a contribution to 

the community. It 

gives you first-hand 

access to media 

knowledge. 
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Contents of a Media Kit

• News release or news advisory

• Brochure or one-pager on your organization 

• Backgrounder/ information sheet

• Poster (optional) 

• Colour photo if available. Do not expect photos to be returned. Include your 
contact information on the back of the photo and a line or two explaining 
the nature of the picture. Name names (spell them correctly!) and include 
date photo was taken and/or date it is being sent.

• Business card 

• Any other piece(s) that you feel may be relevant 

Making Your Media Kit Work

• Deliver the kit in a timely fashion. Consider your media’s deadlines.

• Have extra copies at your event/function.

• Ensure updated information is included in packages. (If any advisories 
were issued since.)

• Make kits visible and easily accessible by displaying them openly on a 
table.

• If you run out and a copy is requested, ask for that person’s card and 
arrange for them to receive one.

• Can also be distributed to other interested parties besides the media.

Presenting Your Information

It is ideal to present this information in a fold-out presentation folder that opens 
up with half pockets on each side. This makes it easier to see the information and 
the media has an instant file for your information and can find it on their desk 
full of paper! 

• Pick a colour for the presentation folder that will stand out and that is 
preferably in the family of your own colour scheme. 

• Put an identifying image on front (print your logo and name onto a label 
and affix to cover).

• Colour printing on the cover will draw attention to your media kit. 

• If you don’t have a colour printer or access to one, try cutting and pasting 
the cover of an existing brochure on the front – this will help the package 
be easily identified at a glance. 

• If you have the budget, design and produce your own folder pre-printed 
with your logo.

• Place the news release or advisory on the right hand side and your  
backgrounder/sheet in the left-hand pocket and tuck the photo behind the 
news release. 

• Staple a couple of business cards to one of the pockets. 
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Free Air Time

Sometimes, radio and TV want to include the community in their programming 
as a public service (which is different than buying advertising space).

Put a proposal together (include your backgrounder) for one of your local radio 
stations or community TV stations. Include how important it is to inform their 
listeners/viewers about the benefits of literacy and lifelong learning. Request that 
PSAs run a regular basis or for a specific limited time period. This is different 
that just sending out a regular PSA; you want a bit more here! (Doing a “custom” 
proposal like this can be really effective and yes, this would be a good spot to 
use a media kit.) 

Here is where having a staff or board member who is outgoing and well spoken 
will come in handy. They can make the subject interesting, accessible and 
relevant. You can propose that someone come down to their studio to chat about 
your organization and its role in the community.

Have your spokesperson promote your phone number so people can access your 
programs. Ask if the TV station can run your phone number on screen during or 
after your interview. For your radio appearance, arrange with the interviewer to 
ask you for the phone number at the end of your talk so it can be mentioned on 
air.

Articles

Contact your local print media about adding articles relating to your organization 
into their publications. They are usually attracted to human interest stories and 
literacy and learning definitely falls into that category.

• An article can be published due to a news release being issued or can be the 
result of an interview with someone from your organization. It may cover 
an event your organization held or be written for general interest.

• Write an article yourself (or have a volunteer or learner write one) and 
submit it to a local publication, to like-minded contacts such as your referral 
network or place in your newsletters, in mailouts or on your website.

Writing for the Media – Dos and Don’ts

Keep these recommendations in mind when writing news releases. Many of 
the points can also be applied to PSAs and advisories. The media are more 
favourable towards well-written news releases and are more inclined to respond 
accordingly. It takes some time to get the style down but once you’ve got the 
formula and you know how to put the right spin on your stories, it’ll get easier 
every time. 

TIP

Remember to  

thank the media for 

their support.
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Dos

Before

• Think about what you want to say before you start writing.

• Who will read your document and ultimately to whom do you want the 
media to give the information?

• Ask yourself – is this newsworthy? If it isn’t, think about how you can 
frame the information so it is and how best to convey it.

• Jot down an outline of key elements you want to cover and use that as a 
framework so nothing important is missed.

• Follow the same format every time.

During

• Write as clearly, briefly and concisely as possible. Use short sentences, short 
words and few adjectives.

• Put your most important ideas/information first – remembering who, what, 
where, when, why and how. 

• Put “For Immediate Release” and the date and origin on the top left hand of 
the page on a news release (see sample).

• Use a simple but informative headline that will encourage them to read on.

• Use quotes sparingly.

• It is acceptable to originate your own quotes – ensure they are accurate, 
approved and the message you want to convey.

• Include only the most relevant background information.

• Use an active voice (“The Town Learning Council is sponsoring a reading 
event” rather than “A reading event is being sponsored by the Town 
Learning Council”).

• Use a positive tone whenever possible.

• It is acceptable to use bullets if you have a list of items.

• Repeat key messages.

• Finish the news release by saying who you are and the programs you offer 
in the community – this can be a standard paragraph that you use every 
time.

After

• Ensure your contact information – all of it – is on the bottom of the release 
(see sample): name, title, organization, address, phone number and email, 
and website if you have one.

• Use left justification when formatting your paragraphs.

• Centre and bold your text for the headline, increase it by two font sizes 
from your copy, leave some white space; if you really have to, go to a 
second page rather than squishing it onto one.
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• Attach a good, relevant photo to a news release if you have one. For 
example, attach a photo of a previous year’s event or local celebrity who 
will be appearing (acquire their permission first). Ensure all of your contact 
information is on the back of the photo in case it is separated from the news 
release. Don’t expect photo to be returned.

• Insert a “- 30 -” to indicate the end of a news release or PSA – it’s a tradition 
that harkens back to the old days of typesetting and is shorthand for “the 
end”.

• Ask at least two other people to proofread.

Don’ts
• Don’t use technical words, jargon, abbreviations or acronyms  

(write out the “Town Learning Council” instead of saying the “TLC”). 

• Only centre your text for the headline; the body of your release, advisory or 
PSA should be left justified (see samples).

• Use bolding or italics sparingly.

• No need to double space – a line and a half is fine.

• DON’T USE BLOCK LETTERS – IT LOOKS LIKE YOU’RE YELLING!

• Don’t send your news release or PSA the day before your event – anywhere 
from two to six weeks is best depending on the medium; advisories can be 
sent within a week.

• Don’t forget to follow up – at least to the main media you wish to cover  
your story.

• Don’t neglect to specially thank a reporter who has done a good job of 
covering your story.

• Don’t use an old media contact list – your list needs to be current so your 
information goes to the right contacts.

• Don’t use a news release where a news alert or advisory will do (a news 
advisory has less detail but still needs thought and planning – see samples).



Sample: Public Service Announcement

Public Service Announcement 

Contact person:

Title:

Organization:

Address:

Phone #:

email:

Issue date:

Run until: (put end date or put ‘indefinitely’ or ‘ongoing’ if it has no deadline)

Call for Learners

Can you imagine not being able to read a bedtime story to your child, understand a pre-

scription, fill out a job application or make sense of a map or safety manual?

This is reality for thousands of Albertans. Maybe it’s yours or someone you know. But it 

doesn’t have to be. Literacy and lifelong learning encourage people to grow, personally 

and professionally. 

Call the Literacy Alberta Help Line at 1-800-767-3231 (or your local CALC or VTALP 

information) for learning opportunities in your area. What did you learn today?

-30-



Sample: News Release

For immediate release

Mayor Charlie Brown Recognizes International Literacy Day

Any Town, Alberta. August 24, 2007 – Mayor Charlie Brown is encouraging all Any Town residents 

to recognize September 8 as International Literacy Day by hosting a public Readalong at the 

Collegiate High School at noon that day. Any Town joins numerous communities across Canada in 

creating awareness for literacy through special events, readings, and activities for families.

“There are over 700,000 working-age Albertans with low literacy skills,” says Lucy Van Pelt, 

Managing Director of Any Town Public Library, who will join Charlie Brown in his presentation. “The 

developing world is educating its workforce at unprecedented rates. If we expect to make gains in 

the global economy, we must create a learning culture.” Executive Director for Literacy Alberta, Linus 

Van Pelt, will also be in attendance.

The public Readalong is the kick-off for a number of events planned that day by the Any Town 

Public Library and local literacy volunteers who promote literacy as an essential skill that provides a 

foundation for success, at home, in the workplace and in the community. Mayor Brown will be joined 

by several local learners in the Readalong.

Increased literacy rates result in increased health and wellness, lower health care costs, safer 

workplaces, reduced rates of criminal activity, more opportunities for children and families to enjoy 

lifelong learning, skilled workers for the future and a society that is well-equipped for the 21st 

century.

International Literacy Day is celebrated across the globe and was created in 1965 by the United 

Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) with the aim to “highlight the 

importance of literacy to individuals, communities and societies.” 

For more information about this event and other local International Literacy Day events or literacy 

programs offered through the Any Town Public Library (or your local CALC or VTALP), contact Lucy 

Van Pelt at (123) 456-7891. For more information on provincial resources, contact Literacy Alberta at 

1-800-767-3231 or www.literacyalberta.ca.

- 30 - 

For more information contact:

Name (include title):   Email:   
Organization:    Address:
Phone #:    Website (if available)



Sample: News Advisory

News Advisory

Issued: August 24, 2007
Any Town, Alberta

Mayor to Host Readalong for International Learners Week

September 8, 2007

WHO: Charlie Brown, Mayor of Any Town

 Peppermint Patty, Manager, Any Town Adult Learning Council

 Lucy Van Pelt, Managing Director, Any Town Public Library

 Several local learners

WHAT: The Any Town Adult Learning Council is partnering with the Any Town Public Library and  

the Mayor’s office to create awareness for International Learners Week with a number of 

special events, readings and family activities. Special Readalong with Mayor and guests 

to kick-off the day.

WHERE: Any Town High School – Main Gym – free parking off 1st Avenue

WHEN: NOON, September 8, 2007. Coffee at 11:30 am, welcoming remarks at 11:45 am, brief 

speeches, 11:45 - 12 noon. Noon – 12:30 pm, Readalong featuring Mayor Brown and  

friends (local learners.) 

 Media please enter through east gym entrance for better access for photo opportunities.

WHY: To celebrate the importance of learning for Albertans and to acknowledge ways learning 

programs enhance their quality of life, our communities and our economic prosperity.

MEDIA CONTACT:

Peppermint Patty, Manager, Any Town Adult Learning Council

(123) 456-7891

email: pp@anytownalc.ca

Any Town Adult Learning Council

123 Street, Any Town, AB  T0A 0T0
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Connect with your primary audiences

Learners

You’ve created your message, know how to get your message out as well as how 
to win the media’s support in doing so. These marketing tips offer some extra 
ideas that can assist you in communicating with your most significant primary 
audience – learners.

Each community has its own unique mix of individuals who may use the 
services of your organization. Your knowledge, research, experience and 
networking in your community has helped you identify the different learning 
wants and needs. Your organization has many tactics and strategies already in 
use to reach potential learners. Here is a recap of possible methods of promoting 
your services to local learners.

Make friends with the local media – ask for their help in publicizing your 
programs, events and services. Information is available in this manual on:

• Public service announcements 

• News releases

• News advisories

• Photo opportunities

• Articles

• Advertisements 

Connect with potential learners in person. Information is available in this 
manual on:

• Making presentations

• Displays

• Special event planning

Blanket your community with posters and brochures. Information is available in 
this manual on:

• Developing a consistent look for your written products

• Use of a consistent message

• Developing flyers, posters, brochures and other print material

Extend information to the learners and draw attention to your brochures, posters 
and flyers:

• Place your posters and flyers in places where people congregate such as 
community centres, sports arenas, places of worship, schools, hardware 
stores to keep the posters up-to-date and brochure stands filled.
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• Grocery stores are excellent locations to connect with almost everyone in 
your community. 

- Ask your local store if they will provide each customer with a flyer in 
their grocery bag.

- Ask to set up a display with your information/partner with the grocery 
store to see if they would provide pieces of fruit or a sample of juice to 
give away, helping convey the idea learning is good for you.

What else can you do to attract the attention of potential learners in your 
community? Brainstorm with your staff, volunteers and learners. Adopt ideas 
from other sources. Learn or invent some new ways of getting your message out.

Build up your mailing list. It provides direct contact to potential learners and 
puts your message right into their hands. 

Hold a contest – and make it as creative as you can! Some ideas:

• Have a contest asking “What did you learn today?” Give away a free course 
or other item at the start of each session. (Outline clearly how and when the 
winner will be chosen.)

• Partner with businesses in your community to put on a joint contest. 
Promote to potential partners the value of what you’re doing and how the 
business can support your efforts as well as enhance their own corporate 
image. Try to see or create a connection between what they’re doing and 
what you’re doing. An idea:

- Ask a local gas station to partner with you by donating a tank of gas to 
the contest. Your joint promotion might be called “Fuel Your Brain.”

- Partner with a local grocer to hold a promotion called “Learning is  
Nutritious” with a prize of healthy food products.

You have identified your learners through formal needs assessments. Now it is 
time to see how you can reach them using these ideas and your ingenuity.

You will be surprised with what you can come up with to help promote your 
programs. Don’t be afraid to experiment. Your information tools, a little 
creativity, gentle persuasion and a belief in the importance of your work will go a 
long way to attract new learners to your programs!

Note: Reminder of Privacy Laws 

When running a contest or other activity where personal information like names, 
addresses or phone numbers is asked for, follow applicable legislation and your 
own information management policies concerning the collection and use of 
personal information.

Barriered Learners

It may be challenging reaching learners with barriers such as low literacy levels, 
English as a Second Language, geographic or social isolation, financial or 
cultural obstacles and child care issues. 
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Because barriered learners can be that much more challenging to access, it is 
necessary to be more creative in reaching them.

Consider which type of barriered learner you want to reach and what barriers 
you must help overcome to encourage learner participation. Because learners 
with barriers may not be able to directly access your written material, it is 
important to utilize other ways to connect with them. Put yourself in a barriered 
learner’s shoes. How do you think you would best be reached? By doing so, you 
will be doing everything in your power to access your learner.

Connect with organizations and networks that support learners with barriers –  
organizations that would be sympathetic to your cause. Trying to access single 
mothers? Then go to the agencies that assist them. New Canadians? There are 
plenty of organizations both government and non-government that are set up 
to help new immigrants settle into their new life in Canada. Ensure that social 
agencies, medical personnel, educators, churches and other non-profit groups are 
aware of your programs and services.

• Participate in interagency meetings.

• Connect with key individuals in these organizations. 

• Provide presentations to the staff and volunteers of groups that interact with 
barriered learners.

• Provide letters and brochures or posters explaining how your organization 
can assist their clients. Request that these be made available in areas where 
the staff and volunteers congregate.

• Ensure that they have something to provide to their clients about your 
organization. Learner-friendly business cards with just the name of your 
organization and your phone number printed larger than usual (which is 
especially useful for seniors) can be a good solution. 

Reach out to friends and family of barriered learners, describing how your 
programs can help their loved one. 

• Place brochures, flyers and posters in places where they frequent (many of 
the same techniques described in the previous section on attracting learners 
can be applied here).

When attempting to reach learners with low literacy skills it is important to 
look beyond written materials. An excellent way to reach this group is through 
free publicity and paid advertising on radio and TV. Literacy is a very appealing 
cause to support as it has such far-reaching and significant societal impacts. 

Inform your local electronic media about the importance of literacy and learning 
in your community and convey to them that you are willing to engage the public 
in a fun and interesting way about their merits. As communicators, they are 
generally creative people and are usually open to ways they can promote their 
station while benefiting the community and having some fun at the same time.
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Volunteers

Finding and keeping good volunteers is not easy. The challenge of engaging 
volunteers is accessing people who passionately believe in learning – then 
keeping them inspired and motivated with a delicate balance of freedom and 
support.

Volunteers can be found just about anywhere, but may not be aware of how they 
can contribute to your organization. It is important to promote the benefits of 
volunteering for your organization – both the benefits to them as volunteers and 
the benefits to the community and your learners.

How can you tap into their passion for learning and inspire them to convey that 
to learners? Do they like working with people? Do they have a need to share 
their knowledge? Were they challenged with learning and now want to help those 
with similar challenges?

Many of the opportunities already discussed previously in this manual can be 
put to use to attract potential volunteers to your organization:

• Place posters, flyers and brochures describing the opportunities in places 
where community members congregate; you may want to try to access 
those people already in the learning/caring areas. Libraries, hospitals, 
schools and post-secondary institutions are good targets. Seniors’ centres 
and community organizations should also be considered. You may think of 
others specific to your area.

• Use the local media to describe the volunteer opportunities available –  
consider both free publicity and paid advertising.

• Create news stories that may be covered by the media by naming a 
Volunteer of the Month or Year and celebrating the honour with much 
fanfare. Provide the media with a human interest story by asking a 
volunteer to be interviewed about his/her experiences; this could be 
enhanced by a learner participating in the interview as well.

• A great source of volunteers is friends and family of current volunteers. 

• Leverage existing events to optimize your recognition or solicitation of 
volunteers. 

• Plan a volunteer drive into your annual schedule of activities or host 
a volunteer appreciation tea during National Volunteer Week. Check 
volunteer.ca or volunteeralberta.ab.ca for dates each year. Also see 
volunteercalgary.ab.ca and volunteeredmonton.com for more information 
on volunteer recognition.

• Big companies are really beginning to recognize the significant value of 
unpaid workers to the community. Many are willing to lend their support 
to the volunteer efforts of their employees as well as causes and activities 
that fall within their charitable corporate giving guidelines. You may have a 
significant willing partner right in your own backyard.

TIP

Remember that 

volunteers get paid in 

thank yous.  

Thank them often. 
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Referral Networks

Your referral networks can be your best friends in attracting learners. Help your 
networks learn why they need to refer learners to you who may not be able to 
access your programs otherwise. Your networks are already accessing people, 
sending out information, and are in regular contact with people who could all be 
potential learners.

Places for your message are innumerable. Do they have a newsletter? A website? 
A regular mailout that they do for their clients? Can their offices accommodate 
your posters? Flyers? Is there something you can offer in return for their help 
in promoting your courses, programs, event? Space in your program guide? A 
mention at your event? 

• Strive to build and continue to maintain alliances with referral networks.

• Is there a joint promotion you could do together maximizing resources and 
consolidating efforts?

• Are there creative ways you could involve your referral networks using 
some of the suggestions above to access learners?

• Your networks can include all or some of the following, can you think of 
others?

coffee shops
restaurants
local community bulletin boards
laundromats
civic buildings
retail outlets including boutiques, 
pet shops and hardware stores
neighbourhood/community 
centres
recreation centres, hockey arenas
gyms, dance and yoga studios
grocery stores
hairdressers/barbers
workplaces and offices
hospitals

medical/health care practices: 
(general practitioners, nurses, clinics, 
specialists, chiropractors/massage 
clinics...)
government agencies
social agencies
community agencies (support 
groups...)
city hall
banks
schools
churches/places of worship
gas stations 
libraries

• Most business people welcome something fun and creative that can benefit 
their community and show that they’re supporting a good cause. 

• Businesses may put something in their newsletters and/or on their websites 
or intranets.

• Develop your own mailing list of publications and newsletters that will help 
you promote your programs. 

• Submit an article to members of your referral network. 
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Partners and Donors

Partnering with members and organizations in your community may help you 
be successful in your endeavour to attract new learners into your programs. To 
be successful with potential partners or donors, think about their needs for a 
moment. What can you do to help them advance their cause? Do they want to 
increase their profile in the community too? Is there a group or an organization 
who might like to be perceived as more philanthropic for example? 

Offer a named scholarship for their organization – a win-win for both your 
group and theirs. They can put their name and resources forward to help create a 
scholarship or a bursary program.

Plan an event around them providing money for this purpose. Arrange a 
cheque-giving ceremony; plant a tree in their honour to signify how they will be 
“growing a life” with their gift.

Introduce the learner who will benefit to the donor. Make it public by throwing a 
“party” and invite the media.

Your partnering organization’s community profile is raised, your organization 
receives exposure and a deserving learner benefits. 

There are all kinds of opportunities that you can promote to other networks that 
focus on their line of interest. And if you do it right, maybe even some of the 
others will come to you with ideas on how you can partner to help each other!

Sometimes thinking about what you can do to promote the needs of other 
organizations in tandem with promoting your own, can reap tremendous 
rewards. The challenge is to think what it is you are offering and how to make it 
appealing in different ways to different people for different reasons. 

Angels Can Help

Many of us know “angels” in the community who might be able to come forward 
to help. They believe in the value of literacy and learning to society and may be 
willing to assist financially. If you are creative and have a plan, a brief written 
proposal can often be extremely effective in presenting your idea. Make sure it is 
brief and hits all the major points. Ideally, present it in person. 

Partnering with a Business

Sometimes a company or business is willing to pay the costs if they care given 
visible sponsorship. It’s considered goodwill advertising and is seen as good 
corporate citizenship on the company’s part. Many progressive companies 
and businesses are working community sponsorships into their marketing 
budgets much to the advantage of non-profit groups who have limited 
marketing resources. There are some arrangements to be made in terms of 
acknowledging their help. Including your sponsor’s name on your advertising 
and communications materials, or putting their corporate banner up at your 
event are common requests.

TIP

Choose partners 

wisely. Clearly 

define roles and 

responsibilities. Begin 

with the end in mind. 

Have fun!
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There is lots of information available about corporate sponsorship and 
community investment. It is worth looking into, since these partnerships can be 
extremely effective and rewarding to both parties. There is also the possibility of 
adding to your volunteer corps by partnering with a business who wants to get 
their employees involved. 

Friends Are Everywhere

Provide interesting ongoing opportunities to engage people in meaningful 
ways and they will want to help you by becoming a dedicated volunteer, good 
media contact or regular donor. Your challenge is to provide accessible points of 
entry for them to partner with you. Everyone believes in the universal benefits 
of literacy and lifelong learning. However, sometimes those benefits are not 
immediately obvious and take time to trickle down and impact society positively. 
It is your job to always remember the reasons behind your commitment. It 
will infuse your work with a sense of purpose and passion, which will then be 
inspiring to others.

Everything you do and everyone you involve in your marketing and 
communications process plays an important role in telling the story of the 
tremendous individual and societal benefits of literacy and lifelong learning. By 
sharing the success stories and life changing results that illustrate those benefits 
with all your primary audiences, the clarion call for change will be heard. If 
you tell your story well applying the tools provided here with a sense of positive 
conviction, relevance and hope for a better future for all of us, people will step 
up to help you in ways you can’t imagine. And you will be highly successful 
in raising the profile for literacy and lifelong learning in your community, 
increasing awareness of your programs and services and attracting more 
learners.

Community Learning Network
Box ���0
11� – 1 Avenue
Airdrie, AB  T4B �B5
Phone: (40�) 948-�815
Fax: (40�) 948-�806
www.communitylearning.info/htdocs/calc-06.html

Literacy Alberta
�0�, 1�00 – 8 Street SW
Calgary AB  T�R 1B�
Phone: (40�) 410-6990
Literacy Help Line: 1-800-767-���1
Fax: (40�) 410-90�4
www.literacyalberta.ca

Copies of the pre-printed brochure template will be available  
fall 2007 for nominal cost by contacting LA or CLN.
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